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from the nature of their commissions but Maqrizi states
explicitly that our firm had dealings with " merchants from
near and far" -*»*^j w^JOl ^j ^U=d' ^\+, and that, thanks
to their scrupulous business ethics and integrity, they
enjoyed a good reputation t£ everywhere", or "in every
land" dJ'-iV! (J}.1 Letters addressed to them, of which
fragments are preserved in the Geniza,2 from Palestine, 'Iraq,
Hum, etc.. testify to the reputation they enjoyed far beyond
the borders of Egypt, and even of the Fatimid dominions.
Although this correspondence deals with purely Jewish
matters (assistance to the poor, ransom of captives, erection
of a synagogue, etc.), it may be supposed that the com-
munities concerned were also commercially connected with
the recipients. A Geniza document mentions Jews in Cairo
who had relatives in South Arabia and India, and the editor
remarks 3 that ** there seems to have been a group of Cairene
Jews settled at Aden . . . and engaged in the trade with
TnrHa and Ceylon ". Though our Arabic sources make no
reference to these, it may be asked whether they may not
have been agents or representatives of the firm of Banu Sahl.
Maqrizi makes special mention of the Banu SahTs relations
" with the merchants of 'Iraq '*. The Babylonian-*'Iraqi com-
munity of Cairo constituted a natural base for the cultivation
of economic relations between 'Iraq and Egypt, and performed
a very pertinent economic function in the exchange of goods
and wares between the two countries. The leading role which
Abu Saed and his brother, as we know, played within this
group was essentially economic. They were the obvious
intermediaries of all the trade that came to Cairo from or
via 'Iraq. Xo doubt they were also the agents of the large
Baghdad firms which, as we learn from Maqrizi,4 placed large
deposits of goods, and perhaps of money too, with them.
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